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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, utility companies have employed demand response
for large loads or deployed centralized energy storage to alleviate
the effects of peak demand on the grid. The advent of Internet of
Things (IoT) and the proliferation of networked energy devices have
opened up new opportunities for coordinated control of smaller
residential loads at large scales to achieve similar benefits. In this
paper, we present VPeak, an approach that uses residential loads
volunteered by their owners for coordinated control by a utility for
grid optimizations. Since the use of volunteer resources comes with
hard limits on how frequently they can be used by a remote utility,
we present machine learning techniques for carefully selecting which
days to operate these loads based on expected peak demand. VPeak
uses a distributed and heterogeneous pool of volunteer loads to
implement flexible peak shaving that can either selectively target
hotspots within the distribution network or perform grid-wide peak
shaving. Our results show that VPeak is able to shave up to 26% of
the total demand when selectively shaving peaks at local hotspots
and up to 46.7% of the demand for grid-wide peak shaving.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The advent of networked devices, also known as the Internet of
Things (IoT), has resulted in smart and connected devices such as
smart thermostats, smart switches, and smart lighting becoming
commonplace. This trend has continued, and today’s smart buildings
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consist of new types of electrical loads such as residential energy
storage batteries, smart washing machines, and smart electric vehicle
chargers that have networked capabilities, allowing remote control
via programmatic interfaces.
As IoT-enabled smart electrical devices become more commonplace in smart buildings, they provide increased convenience to their
users by allowing remote monitoring and control, often through
smartphones. At the same time, they also open up new opportunities
for energy optimizations from the grid’s perspective. One particular paradigm that is emerging involves home owners volunteering
their large loads for utility-driven control. In this case, the utility
has limited ability to directly control a user’s volunteered load and
can remotely coordinate a number of such devices or loads spread
across a large number of customer homes. Such a pool of volunteered energy resources can be viewed as a virtual power plant, and
their coordinated control can be used by the grid to perform energy
optimizations such as peak demand reduction. Indeed, rudimentary
forms of such schemes have already emerged. In Europe, the concept
of citizen energy communities (CECs) has emerged to encourage
individual citizens to participate in the energy system for energy
sharing, cooperative ownership, and control of energy resources [7].
Volunteer-driven approaches are also emerging in the United States.
The Nest Smart Thermostat, from Google, for instance, offers a
program called Nest Rush Hour Savings, where home owners agree
to let their electric utility control their HVAC system for a limited
number of days in each season in return for monetary payments on
their energy bill [3]. Similarly, as deployment of residential energy
storage batteries such as Tesla Powerwall becomes commonplace
in residential solar installations, states such as California and Massachusetts in the U.S. have begun offering monetary incentives to
home owners for the ability to remotely control the discharging of
their batteries on peak demand days [1]. Similarly, residential electric vehicle (EV) chargers with grid control capabilities have been
developed [20].
Utility control of volunteered residential energy resources can
be viewed as a form of demand response for peak load shaving.
However, the volunteer nature of energy resources introduces new
research challenges. First, there is a decoupling of ownership and
control of volunteer resources, with ownership remaining with the
home owner and control being split between the user and the utility.
Since volunteered resources belong to end users (i.e., home owners)
and not to the utility, inconvenience to users should be avoided or
minimized. If users get inconvenienced due to “aggressive” utility
control of their devices (e.g., if excessive deferral of heating or cooling causes discomfort, or if aggressive deferral of EV charging yields
cars with little or no charge), they will be reluctant to participate in
such schemes despite the monetary incentives.
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Second, utility control of volunteered resources often comes with
hard limits on the number of times the resources can be used by the
utility each month or over a season. Thus, their capabilities must
be judiciously leveraged only when absolutely necessary; incorrect
or overaggressive use may hamper the utility’s ability to perform
optimization later on in a month or a season when a peak occurs.
Third, in the future, the pool of volunteered resources from smart
buildings will be heterogeneous—comprising disparate devices such
as the HVAC system, EVs, energy storage batteries, and more. Since
each device has different inherent characteristics and has a different
impact on the user, their characteristics should be considered to determine how to intelligently use them to optimize energy reduction and
user-perceived inconvenience. These challenges require the design of
new approaches for control and management of volunteered energy
resources for VPP-enabled energy optimization. Current approaches
such as Nest’s Rush Hour savings or volunteer battery programs are
homogeneous, with only one type of resource being controlled in
each program. Applying such approaches to a heterogeneous pool
of resources has not been addressed by prior work.
To address these challenges, we present VPeak, a new approach
that uses volunteer resources for flexible peak shaving. In designing
and evaluating VPeak, our paper makes the following contributions.
• We introduce the notion of volunteer energy resources and
formulate the problem of coordinated control of a heterogeneous pool of volunteer energy resources and its use for grid
energy optimizations despite limited control ability by the
utility.
• We present a machine learning-based algorithm for peak day
selection that judiciously selects on which days to exercise
control of volunteer resources. A characteristic of our algorithm is its ability to handle prediction errors that are inevitable when predicting future peak demand.
• We present resource selection algorithms that intelligently
select energy resources for coordinated utility control of volunteered resources. A key contribution of our approach is its
ability to perform selective shaving of local hot-spots that
occur in the distribution grid as well as grid-wide shaving of
peaks. Our algorithm employs a flexible optimization method
that iteratively uses an ordered set of resources to perform
peak demand reduction.
• We evaluate the efficacy of our algorithms using real-world energy traces from 15,242 homes. Our results show that VPeak’s
peak day classification outperforms the state of the art approaches by up to 20%. Further, VPeak is able to shave up to
26% of the total demand when selectively shaving peaks at
local hotspots and up to 46.7% of the demand for grid-wide
peak shaving.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide background on the use of volunteered
energy resources for grid energy optimization.

2.1

The Case for Volunteer Energy Resources

The use of volunteer energy resources in the grid is analogous to the
concept of volunteer computing in the field of distributed computing.
In volunteer computing, users volunteer idle computing cycles on
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their PC for use by a third-party [4]. The network of volunteered
computers forms a large distributed cluster over the Internet that
is used to run large compute jobs whenever any volunteered PCs
are idle. Volunteers donate the CPU cycles on their machine (either for free or for a small monetary incentive) for projects such
as SETI@Home or cancer research [22]. We discuss how such a
volunteer model can be adopted by the energy system and the grid.
Traditionally, grid utility companies have used techniques such
as demand response to reduce demand during peak load periods.
Conventional demand response has typically been limited to large
commercial and industrial customers who can yield a “significant”
reduction in the overall grid demand by reducing their own energy
consumption upon being instructed to do so [9, 23]. Demand response customers receive monetary compensation for participating
in demand response energy reduction events. Residential customers
have typically not been allowed to participate in such demand response schemes since they were assumed to be too “small” individually to provide a meaningful reduction in grid’s aggregate demand.
Further, traditional demand response approaches require manual
action by customers to reduce their usage, which was assumed to be
too cumbersome to implement across large numbers of “small” residential customers. While automated demand response approaches
for residential settings have been studied by researchers [5, 17], they
have not seen widespread adoption by utility companies.
The emergence of low-cost embedded networking technologies
and the Internet of Things (IoT) has resulted in many residential
loads gaining networked capabilities. These IoT devices and loads
expose networked interfaces (APIs), often through cloud servers, for
remote monitoring and control by their users (e.g. through smartphone applications). The networked capabilities, while originally
designed for user convenience, also create new opportunities for grid
energy optimizations.
What is Volunteer Energy Management? In volunteer energy
management, residential users can volunteer one or more of their
networked loads to their electric utility company. The utility company gains the ability to remotely control any such volunteered load
for performing grid optimizations. Users may choose to voluntarily
participate in such schemes either for the social good or for the
monetary incentives offered by such approaches.
Why is it useful? These emergence of IoT-based loads allows utility
companies to offer energy optimization programs (i.e., demand response) to their residential customers. Specifically, these networked
capabilities can enable coordinated control at scale. A utility can
now control and coordinate thousands or tens of thousands of such
loads and use them to perform significant energy optimizations in
the aggregate. Consequently, even though a single residential customer may be a “small” energy consumer, when aggregated at larger
scales, these consumers and their loads still provide opportunities
for significant energy reductions. Moreover, automation of such
coordination via networked APIs eliminates the need to manually
coordinate optimization requests across large number of residential
customers.
What types of loads can be volunteered? Many types of large residential loads with networked control capabilities are amenable for
volunteer energy management. These include HVAC systems (via
smart thermostats), residential energy storage batteries, EV chargers
for electric cars, and smart appliances such as washing machines.
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Optimization
Resources
Ownership
Control (who, when)
Traditional DR
Large loads
Commercial customer Consumers, DR signal
Grid peak shaving
Grid Storage
Utility
Utility, during peak
Customer shaving
Large loads
Commercial customer Customer, Price-driven
Volunteer resources Networked loads Residential customer Utility, during peak
Table 1: Decoupled ownership and control of volunteer energy resources
Through the ability to defer HVAC system loads or appliances, discharge batteries, or reduce EV charging rates across large number of
users in a coordinated fashion, the utility can implement automated
methods for peak demand reduction in residential settings. As noted
in Section 1, there are already volunteer programs that allow residential customers to enroll their HVAC systems (when managed
by smart thermostats such as Nest) or residential battery systems
for remote utility control [1, 3]. Currently, each such program is
offered separately for a single type of residential load (e.g. smart
thermostat-based HVAC). Our work envisions a future where each
user is offered a unified volunteer program to offer any subset of
their networked loads for utility control, and the utility uses this heterogeneous collection of volunteered resources as a Virtual Power
Plant to perform coordinated and automated energy optimizations at
grid scale. Our current work considers a heterogeneous mix of three
residential loads: HVAC, EV charging, and energy storage batteries,
which offer the greatest promise for energy savings. However, our
approach is general and can be extended to a more diverse mix of
volunteer loads in the future.

2.2

Differences from Traditional Approaches

We now discuss key differences between prior approaches and the
use of volunteer energy resources (See Table 1).
In traditional demand response, the end customers (typically commercial ones) make control decision (often manually, but sometimes
in automated fashion) of which loads to turn off or defer. They receive monetary incentives to participate in demand response schemes
and are contractually obligated to reduce their usage whenever requested by the utility. Such methods have been used for decades
for large energy customers [9, 14, 23]. Peak load reduction or peak
shaving is a related form of energy optimization. Such techniques
come in different forms. In utility-driven peak load reduction, the
utility deploys resources such as energy storage batteries in its distribution grid and operates them during peak demand hours [12, 19].
An alternative approach is customer-driven peak load reduction. In
this approach, the customer is incentivized through pricing signals
to reduce usage during peak hours. For example, time-of-use (ToU)
pricing or demand charges that add peak surcharges can incentivize
users to reduce peak usage.
In all of the above approaches, the ownership and control of
energy resources lie with the same entity—either the utility or the
end customer—which allows complete control or flexibility in how
they are used (See Table 1). In our work, the ownership and control of
energy resources are decoupled. The energy loads being volunteered
are owned by the residential user. While they still retain control over
their devices, they cede limited control of the resources to the utility.
They are incentivized for monetary or social reasons to volunteer
resources, and the utility is guaranteed control over these resources
but for a limited number of days and limited duration for each event.

Battery
HVAC
EV

Control

Season

Discharge
Change setpoint
Reduce charge rate

All
summer/winter
All

Table 2: Types of resource control decisions

The decoupling of ownership and control of volunteered energy
resources for grid energy optimization raises new challenges not
addressed by prior work in demand response or peak load reduction.
First, the utility is allowed to use volunteered resources only for a
small number of days every month or season. Consequently, it must
carefully predict and choose the = days that are the peak demand
days of the month or season and ensure that no resource is used
more than : times across those = days (: is the limit on the number
of times a volunteer resource can be used). If the choice is made too
aggressively, it may use up its quota of = days before the month ends
and not have any room to use such resources if a peak day occurs
later in the month. Conversely, if it is too conservative, it may miss
a peak day while "saving" some of its = slots for the future.
Second, since resources are volunteered, the utility must use
them judiciously—any control decisions that cause inconvenience to
users will make them reluctant to participate in such volunteer-based
approaches. For instance, deferring of EV charging decisions should
still ensure the car is charged fully by the next morning before the
user leaves for work. Similarly, deferring HVAC usage on a very
hot day should not cause excessive discomfort (e.g. which can be
avoided using higher setpoints or by pre-cooling [25]).
Third, since volunteered energy resources come in different types
(HVAC, EVs, batteries, smart appliances), the user may have different preferences in how they should be controlled by a utility or may
have priorities on which ones they are willing to defer first. Further,
the type of control decision to reduce the energy usage from each
type of energy load is itself different (see Table 2). Hence, utility
control decisions should consider user preferences as well as the
heterogeneous nature of these loads.

2.3

Problem Statement

Consider a distribution grid comprising ⌘ homes served by a utility. Each home is provided an option of volunteering its remotely
controllable loads for energy optimizations under utility control.
While in theory, any load with remote control capabilities can be
volunteered, in this work, we consider the three significant loads,
namely the HVAC system, EV chargers, and energy storage batteries,
since these “dominant” loads can provide the most significant demand reduction for any individual home. Not all three loads may be
present in a home (e.g., a home may lack a battery or EV), and even
if present, a home owner may not volunteer them for utility control.
We assume that each home volunteers any arbitrary subset of these
three loads, when present, for utility control. Each volunteered load
can be used by the utility no more than : times each month and only
during the peak demand hours of a day. (e.g. during the peak evening
hours). So long as no volunteered load is used more than : times
a month, it is possible for the utility to implement any policy that
chooses varying subsets on different peak days based on its needs.
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LSTM

Is Peak
Day?

Day-ahead
Demand
Prediction

Available
Resources

YES

Resource
Selection
Expected demand

NO

Iterative
Linear
Optimization

Is Peak
Shaved?

20
15

20
15

YES

0

Reduced Grid Peak

Our work considers two types of peak reduction methods: selective and grid-wide. Due to the highly distributed nature of volunteer
resources, the utility can implement a precise and selective peak
shaving approach where the peak load seen by only the most heavily loaded transformers is shaved, which can be done by activating
volunteer resources in homes connected to those transformers. Alternatively, the utility can also choose to shave the aggregate peak
seen by the entire distribution grid. In either case, the utility’s goal
is to reduce the aggregate energy demand across on the top-= peak
demand days of each month. To minimize the uncertainty and inconvenience of users, we assume that = is typically small (e.g. ==3
or 5 days each month). We assume that volunteered loads expose
network APIs that allow a utility to make control decision as shown
in Table 2 to reduce demand.

VPEAK DESIGN OVERVIEW

In this section, we present an overview of our Volunteer Peak shaving
(VPeak) approach, which is depicted in Figure 1. As shown, our
VPeak approach for utility control of volunteer energy resources for
peak shaving consists of four components: (1) Peak day selection
algorithm, (2) Peak hour prediction, (3) Intelligent resource selection,
and (4) Iterative optimization to iteratively reduce peak demand.
VPeak’s peak day selection algorithm is responsible for determining whether the next day is estimated to be a peak demand day
where some, or all, of the volunteer resources should be activated.
Our approach for peak day selection, discussed in §4, is based on
machine learning and is designed to mitigate the impact of prediction errors that are inevitable when selecting future days as peak
days. In the event the following day is chosen for peak demand shaving, VPeak’s next component determines the hours of the day when
the peak demand occurs and the hourly demand during that period
(§4.3). Our hourly peak demand predictor is also based on machine
learning and used a modified version of the approach in [24]. Next,
VPeak’s resource selection algorithm (§5) determines which volunteer resources to use and in what order to reduce the peak demand,
until the desired level of peak reduction is achieved. VPeak supports
two types of demand reduction—selective shaving, where demand
reduction is performed only at selected distribution transformers that
see local hotspots, and grid-wide shaving, where demand reduction
is performed at all transformers. We note that prior work has only
studied the shaving of grid-wide peaks, whereas VPeak is also capable of performing highly targeted peak reductions In either case,
VPeak’s resource selection algorithm offers multiple policies that determine the order in which heterogeneous volunteer resources should
be used until the desired reduction is achieved. These policies use an
iterative optimization algorithm (§5.2) to optimize the reduction in
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Figure 1: Overview of our VPeak approach.
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Figure 2: (2a) Power load experienced by the whole grid on
three different days, and (2b) power load experienced by a
transformer on three different days.
demand while respecting various constraints. We have implemented
a prototype of VPeak based on the techniques in §4 and 5, which is
available on GitHub: https://github.com/umassos/buildsys21-vpeak.

4

PEAK DAY SELECTION

In this section, we begin with an intuition behind our peak day
selection approach, and then present the details of our machine
learning-based algorithm.

4.1

Basic Approach

The utility’s goal is to shave the peak demand on up to = days each
month, either selectively in overloaded parts of the distribution grid
(e.g., highly loaded transformers), or broadly for the distribution grid
as a whole. Typically the decision of whether the following day will
be selected as a peak day is done at the end of the current day based
on an estimate of how “tall” the next day’s peak is likely to be.
The magnitude of the daily peak, whether at an individual transformer or the entire grid, depends on many factors. The primary
factor governing the peak demand is weather, and specifically, the
next day temperature. To illustrate the correlation between temperature and peak demand, consider the hourly demand seen by a cluster
of 14 homes fed by a single transformer as well as those seen by
a larger group of 15,000 homes in a small city in the Northeast
United States shown in Figure 2. Over the course of a single day,
the demand exhibits a well known evening peak with lower demand
in night hours. While this overall behavior repeats each day, the
height of the observed evening peak varies from one day to another.
Figures 2a and 2b show the peaks on several different days of the
same month, and as can be seen, the peak demand is higher when
the temperature is higher. Since the magnitude of peak demand will
vary from one day to another, the utility needs an algorithm that, at
the end of each day, performs day-ahead calculation to determine if
the next day will be one of the = highest peak days of the month.
While day-ahead demand prediction (which involves predicting a
time series of next day demand) is widely studied in the literature
[11, 13, 21, 26], day-ahead peak prediction is less well studied. Peak
prediction to select the top-= peak days of the year was studied
for Ontario, Canada using a probabilistic algorithm [14]. Our peak
day selection problem is analogous, but is performed at monthly
granularity and is based on machine learning. We quantitatively
compare our algorithm to that in [14] in Section 6. A different
problem of predicting the peak hours of each day was studied in
[24]—the problem is different from peak day selection since [24]

Peak Demand Prediction

Feature Engineering
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Figure 3: LSTM based Peak Demand Prediction Model.
focuses on predicting hourly peaks during a single day, rather than =
days from a month or year with the greatest demand.
Mitigating prediction errors. The peak day selection problem is
based on future predictions of peak demand and requires a selection
algorithm to determines if the next day’s peak is sufficiently high
to qualify as a top-= day. Since future demand exhibits stochastic
fluctuations as a result of human behavior, any predictions of whether
the next day will be a peak day will inherently suffer from prediction
errors, yielding both false positives and false negatives. For example,
if multiple days of a month see extreme temperatures that are similar
to each other, there will be several days with similar demand making
it challenging to distinguish an actual peak day from a non-peak day
with similar, but slightly lower demand. Small stochastic variations
in the predicted peak will also result in prediction errors. In our
case, false negatives are more harmful—missing a peak day entirely
by not selecting it implies the grid sees the “full” impact of the
peak demand, and can have a monetary impact (e.g. higher demand
charges), and stress on grid resources.
To mitigate the impact of such prediction errors, our approach
selects up to (= + ) peak days in each month, rather than exactly
= days, where is a small integer. The premise of our approach
is that the top-(= + ) peak days in each month are more likely to
contain the actual top-= days than if one were to select exactly =
days, thereby reducing prediction errors. For instance, if the utility
wishes to shave the peak demand on the top-3 days, it select the
top-5 days for shaving (here = 2) which makes it more likely
that chosen five days contain the top 3 days. In contrast, if exactly
three days were selected, prediction errors may cause one or more
of the top 3 days to not get selected. Prior work (e.g., [14]) has not
considered such explicit methods to mitigate prediction errors.
As shown in Figure 1, our peak day selection algorithm has two
components: an LSTM-based machine learning model to predict
the next day peak, and a selection algorithm that uses this predicted
peak to classify the following day as a peak or non-peak day.

4.2

Machine learning-based Peak day Selection

4.2.1 LSTM Model. VPeak uses a Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) model, which is a Recurrent Neural Network, to forecast the
daily peak demand of the next day. A key advantage of using LSTM
is its ability to encode both long and short term dependencies. VPeak
utilizes the stacked LSTM model architecture. Stacking multiple
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LSTM layers allows the model to learn more complex tasks which
is suitable for peak demand prediction that has many features. The
LSTM model, which we depict in Figure 3, takes as input (i) weather
forecast for the next day, (ii) observed historical demand over the past
week, (iii) observed weather over the past week, and (iv) seasonal
information such as month, date and day of the week. It uses this
information to predict the peak demand that will be seen during the
following day. We note that the LSTM model can be trained either
for an individual transformer (to predict peak demand at overloaded
transformers for selective peak shaving) or for the distribution grid
as a whole (to predict the grid-wide peak demand).
Feature selection: The LSTM model uses three categories of
features for its peak demand prediction. The first category is weather
forecast data for the next day, which includes temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed, cloud cover, dew point, and precipitation
probability. Of these, temperature and humidity are the most important features, with the minimum, maximum and average forecast
values for the next day. The second category is historical demand
and weather features. In this case, the model uses the observed peak
demand for the past seven days as well as the observed weather
parameters for the past week. Historical weather data and weather
forecasts are obtained from the open DarkSky API . The final category of features is seasonal and calendar data, including month, day
of the week, week number, season, and whether the next day is a
weekend or holiday. In all, the LSTM model uses 151 features.
Model training and tuning Our LSTM model comprises two
layers with 32 and 16 neurons respectively. We use four years of
training data to train the model and use one year for validation.
We use k-fold cross validation over this five year dataset to train
the model. A grid search is used to find the best hyperparameters
(dropout rate, learning rate, bias, regularization penalty, and activation function). As a result, Adam with a learning rate of 0.005 and
decay rate of 0.001 is used as an optimizer. Dropout rate of 11.5% is
used during the training.
4.2.2 Peak day Classification. Given the estimated peak demand for the next day, VPeak’s peak day classifier then determines
if the next day will be one of the = days with the highest peak. Recall
that VPeak attempts to reduce prediction errors by selecting the top
= 0 days, where = 0 = = + , rather than choosing exactly = days.
Typically, is a small integer such as 1, 2 or 3.
Two factors govern whether the next day will be classified as a
top-= 0 peak day. First, the classifier compares the next day’s peak
to historical peak demand for this month that was seen in past years
to determine if it is likely to be a top-= 0 day. Second, the classifier
compares the next day’s peak to the peaks seen thus far for the month.
Both factors together yield an overall classification of the day as
peak or non-peak day.
To compare the next day peak with historical values, VPeak
constructs a distribution of past peak demand for each month of
the year. A high percentile of this distribution is then chosen as a
cutoff threshold—if the next day demand is above this threshold, it
is classified as a peak day. Intuitively, this is analogous to sorting
the historical peak demand seen for each of the 30 (or 31) days the
month in decreasing order and choosing the = 0 -th value as the cutoff
threshold; any value above this threshold is likely to end up as top-= 0
0
day. In line with this intuition, VPeak chooses (1 =⇡ ) ⇤ 100 as the
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percentile that is the cutoff threshold for the historical probability
distribution of peak demand for the month; ⇡ denotes the number of
6 ) ⇤ 100
days in the month. For example, if = 0 = 6, we choose (1 30
or the 80-th percentile as the cutoff threshold ) .
In addition to comparing the next day peak to this threshold ) ,
VPeak also compares this peak to the time series of daily peak
demand seen thus far for the month. In particular, the threshold )
is adjusted dynamically based on the number of peak days selected
thus far compared with the expected number of peak days that should
have been picked based on previous years data. Every five days, the
number of peak days already picked is compared with the expected
number. If the actual number is higher, the threshold T is increased to
make the classification more conservative. If it is lower, the threshold
T is decreased to make the classification more aggressive at selecting
peak days. Then the adjustment is made every five days. Finally, the
time series of daily peak demand is also used to eliminate clear false
positives, such as when the next day peak is lower than peaks for = 0
other days seen thus far—in other words, the next day peak should
be at least in the top-= 0 days seen thus far for the month, in addition
to being above the threshold ) .

4.3

Peak hour Prediction

If the next day is classified as a top-= 0 peak day, VPeak needs to
determine which hours of the day will see peak demand and estimate
the hourly demand during those peak hours. We refer to this problem
as peak hour demand prediction. To do so, we use a modified version
of the technique from [24], which uses an LSTM model to predict
hourly demand during peak hours and tune the hyperparameters to
make it perform well with our dataset.
Feature selection: The features used for peak hour demand prediction can be grouped into three categories: weather forecast data,
seasonal data, and historical demand. The model uses 13 features
per hour: temperature, humidity, apparent temperature, cloud cover,
precipitation intensity, dew point, precipitation probability, day of
the week, weekday, season, holiday, hour of the day, and historical
demand. We use only two historical days that have the most impact
on our predictions, which are the previous day and the same day
from last week. For the predicted day, there are 12 features since its
hourly demand is what we want to predict. These result in a total
of 912 features as an input for the peak hour prediction model. All
features are normalized before used.
Model training and tuning: Since the number of features for
peak hour prediction is larger than peak day prediction, we expand
our model to three layers: 128, 96, and 72 hidden nodes in each layer.
We then add a dense layer to reduce it to 24 nodes to match with
24 hours output. Similar to the peak prediction model, we use grid
search for hyperparameter tuning and Adam with adaptive learning
rate with dropout during the training. The learning rate, decay rate,
and dropout rate are set to 0.0006, 0.0005, and 0.4 respectively.

5

RESOURCE SELECTION FOR PEAK
REDUCTION

This section describes VPeak’s resource selection and optimization
algorithm.
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5.1

Selective and Grid-wide Peak Shaving

Once the next day is chosen to be a top-= 0 peak day, the goal of
resource selection is two-fold: (i) choose a subset of volunteer resources to use for the next day, (ii) determine an ordering in which
these resources should be considered until the desired level of demand reduction is achieved. Since each resource can be used only :
times per month, it follows that on any selected peak day, no more
than =+: fraction of the total volunteer resources can be used. Further, if a resource has already been used : times in the current month,
it can no longer be considered.
For selective peak shaving, the resource selection algorithm uses
a configurable utilization level * to determine all transformers that
will see a peak utilization that exceeds * . It then only choses those
transformers for peak shaving, and does so by only selecting volunteer resources connected to those transformers for the optimization
algorithm. Specifically, it chooses =+: fraction of the resources
at those transformers. For grid-wide peak shaving, all distribution
transformers are chosen and a =+: fraction of resources at all transformers is chosen as the subset to be used. Unless specified, all
experiments for selective and grid-wide peak shaving use a target
reduction level of 50%
Next, an ordering is determined on the chosen subset using one
of the following policies.
Battery-first: The battery-first policy is designed to minimize
user inconvenience. From the subset of chosen resources, it first
selects all available energy storage batteries across homes as the
highest priority group. Note that when batteries are programmed to
discharge during peak hours, they will absorb the demand and users
do not see any deferred loads. In the event that battery capacity is
not adequate to shave the peak, the policy then chooses EV loads as
its next priority group, following by HVAC loads in the last priority
group).
User Priority-based: The priority-based policy is designed to
respect user-specified preferences. It assumes that each user assigns
an order to their volunteered resources that indicates the preference
for which resources should be used first before the next one is used.
In this case, the selection policy selects the highest priority resource
from all chosen homes and groups them in the first priority group. It
then chooses the next resource listed by each user, where available,
and groups them in the next priority group and so on. The policy
allows each user to specify a different order based on personal
preferences.

5.2

Optimization Problem

The goal of our iterative optimization algorithm is to iteratively
choose each group of volunteer resources, in the specified priority
order, until the desired target level of demand reduction is achieved
(with the objective of using the least amount of volunteer resources
to perform the desired amount of shaving).
Let ⌫g = {1 1, 1 2, 1 3 · · · 1< } denote the set of batteries connected
to transformer g, each indexed by 8. Let g = {0 1, 0 2, 0 3 · · · 0= } denote the set of AC units connected to transformer g, each indexed
by 9. Further, let ⇢g = {4 1, 4 2, 4 3 · · · 4? } denote the set of EVs connected to transformer g, each indexed by :. In the total time period
during which a transformer is experiencing peak usage, we assume
a time-slotted model where in each time slot C and transformer g, we
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g
have the transformer’s peak power usage denoted by ??40:
(C), and
g
the target power usage denoted by ?C0A64C (C).
As the optimization variables, let G8g (C) denote the discharge rate
of battery 8, ~g9 (C) denote the per-degree power rating of AC unit
9, and I:g (C) denote the charging rate of EV :, all connected to
transformer g at time C. Also, let g9 denote the maximum change in
setpoint temperature for HVAC unit 9 connected to transformer g.
Although all volunteer resources are specified in our optimization algorithm, since only a subset is chosen for the next day and
a priority order is specified, we use binary variables for each resource to indicate whether it should be used in the current round
of optimization. A resource is only considered in the current round
for peak shaving if its binary variable is set to 1 (this also allows
iterative optimization, when progressively larger groups of resources
are considered in the specified order). Let U8g (C) denote a binary
variable indicating whether battery 8 can be discharged during time
C, V g9 (C) denote a binary variable indicating whether AC unit 9 can
have temperature control during time C, and W8g (C) denote a binary
variable indicating whether the charging of EV : can be postponed
during time C, all connected to transformer g. Then, the demand
constraint indicates that the sum of battery power discharged, AC
power reduced and EV charging foregone should be greater than or
equal to the difference between the peak and target power, and we
have
?
<
=
’
’
’
G8 U8 (C) + (~ 9 ⇥ 9 )V 9 (C) +
I: W: (C) ??40: (C) ?C0A64C (C)
8=0

9=0

E 9 (C + 1) = E 9 (C)
F: (C + 1) = F: (C)

D8 (C + 1)

F: (C + 1)

In the succeeding time slot, the flow conservation constraint indicates that the level of charge in battery 8 at the beginning of the next
time slot is the difference between the level of charge in battery 8 at
the beginning of the current time slot minus the energy discharged
during that time slot, and we have
;8 (C + 1) = ;8 (C)

(G8 ⇥ C)

88, 8C

D8 (C + 1) = D8 (C)

C

88, 8C

(5)

U8 )(C + 1)

"U8 (C + 1)

" (1

(8)

88, 8C

(9)

88, 8C

(10)

88, 8C

V 9 )(C + 1)

"V 9 (C + 1)

89, 8C

89, 8C

0.001

W: )(C + 1)

" (1

(13)

"W: (C + 1)

W: (C) 2 {0, 1}

(11)
(12)

89, 8C

V 9 (C) 2 {0, 1}
F: (C + 1)  0.001

8:, 8C

(14)
(15)

8:, 8C

(16)

8:, 8C

Given the above constraints, our goal is to minimize the sum of
power drawn from discharging batteries, reducing AC loads, and
foregoing EV charging. Hence, the optimization problem that determines the minimum power drawn from all resources in the VPP
across all transformers is formally formulated as

(4)

Note that since the utility does not own the resources in the VPP,
it only has a limited amount of time during which it can use them
for peak shaving. Let D8g (C) denote the controllable time for battery
8 connected to transformer g at time C. Similarly, let E g9 (C) denote
the controllable time for AC unit 9 at time C, and F:g (C) denote the
controllable time for EV : at time C, both connected to transformer
g. The flow conservation constraint indicates that the remaining
controllable time at the beginning of the next time slot must be equal
to the controllable time at the beginning of the previous time slot
minus the length of the time slot, and for all resources, we have

0.001

E 9 (C + 1)  0.001

Additionally, the discharge rate of any battery cannot exceed its
maximum discharge rate 38 , and we have
(3)

(7)

8:, 8C

Similarly, for AC unit 9 and EV :, both connected to transformer
g at time C, we have

(2)

88, 8C

" (1

U8 (C) 2 {0, 1}

E 9 (C + 1)

G8 (C)  38

0.001

D8 (C + 1)  0.001

(1)
Let ;8g (C) denote the level of charge in battery 8 at the beginning
of time C. The total power discharged from the battery during the
duration of time slot C should be less than or equal to the initial level
of charge in the battery, and we have
88, 8C

C

(6)

89, 8C

At the end of each time slot, our optimization must determine
whether a resource will be available for peak shaving in the next
time slot. A resource is available for peak shaving in a particular
time slot if the remaining controllable time is greater than zero (we
use 0.001 in our optimization constraints). If this condition is true,
the binary variable controlling the resource’s availability for peak
shaving is set to true for the next time slot. If the condition is false,
the binary variable for the resource is set to false, and it will not
be used for peak shaving in that time slot. We therefore use the
186 " constraint method to ensure that there exists remaining
controllable in the next time slot. Let " = 8760 denote the upper
bound for controllable time for any resource. We use 8760 because
it represents the true upper bound for all hours in a year, and it is
therefore impossible to have a value greater than this for controllable
time. Therefore, for battery 8 connected to transformer g at time C,
we have

:=0

G8 ⇥ C  ;8 (C)

C

"8<8=8I4

<
’
8=0

G8 (C) +

=
’
9=0

(~ 9 ⇥ 9 )(C) +

?
’

:=0

I: (C)

8C

(17)

At each time slot, we use the predicted peak and target power
for each transformer to compute the minimum set of resources that
provide the desired reduction from the peak to the target power for all
transformers. As noted above, the optimization is invoked iteratively
using a progressively larger number of the selected resources, in
priority order, until we obtain the desired reduction.

6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have implemented a prototype of our VPeak system and in this
section, we evaluate its efficacy using real-world datasets.
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Datasets and Workloads

6.2

Peak Day Prediction

We begin with an evaluation of VPeak’s peak day selection algorithm
described in Section 4.2. Our experiments assume that all prediction
approaches have 5 years of training data and validation data (2014
to 2018), and use the 2019 data for making predictions. We first
compare our approach to two baseline methods: (i) temperaturethreshold, which uses a historical cutoff temperature to classify next
day as a peak, and (ii) demand-threshold, which uses a historical
cut-off demand for classification. We use precision and recall as
our metrics. Figure 5a shows the efficacy of the three approaches
for predicting top-= days from = = 3 to = = 10 (here, = 0). As
shown, VPeak outperforms the other two approaches substantially,
with recall values ranging from 0.44 to 0.68. Next, we compare
the benefits of using and the use of VPeak’s dynamic threshold
method. Figure 5b compares the recall values for static and dynamic
thresholds for various values of , with = = 5. The figure shows that
the use of dynamic threshold always improves performance over
static threshold. Further, as even use of small non-zero of one
or two days yields significant improvements; the recall increases
from 0.63 to 0.87 when we use = 2. The corresponding precision
values range from 0.44 to 0.85. Finally, Figure 6 compares VPeak
to the state-of-the-art probabilistic method used in Ontario [14]. We
modify the approach of [14] to predict monthly top-= peaks using a
1 https://www.pecanstreet.org/dataport/

Number of smart meters
Number of transformers
Smart meter data granularity
Duration

15,242
1,297
5 minutes
2014 to 2019

Table 3: Grid dataset
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Distribution Grid Dataset. Our grid dataset, which has been made
available through our utility partners, consists of power usage data of
15,242 smart meters distributed across an entire city. The distribution
grid consists of 1,297 transformers that serve these smart meters.
The power usage data is recorded at 5 minute granularity and is
available for 6 years (i.e. 2014 to 2019). To compute the load on
each distribution transformer, we sum up the power drawn by each
smart meter connected to it to obtain a time series of transformer
load 5-minute granularity. Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of
this dataset.
Electric Vehicle Dataset. Since our peak shaving algorithm leverages EV loads to shave grid peaks, we use the openly-available
Dataport EV data1 to augment our electric load dataset with real
world EV loads. The EV dataset consists of real-world EV power
consumption data gathered from 91 EVs. The data is recorded at
5-minute granularity, and is available for the year 2016. The data
includes the power drawn, time of charge, and duration the car was
connected to the power outlet. The data is gathered from a heterogeneous mix of three popular EV car models i.e. 12 Tesla Model S
cars, 18 Nissan Leafs, and 61 Chevy Volt cars. To integrate EVs into
the grid dataset, we randomly assign one of the 91 EVs to randomly
chosen homes up to a particular penetration level and then overlay a
year long trace for that EV onto the home’s energy usage.
AC Load Data. The AC load for each home are estimated using a
well-known thermal model [2]. Since our electric grid dataset also
includes house information such as size and year built, we use the
process described in Cooling Load Calculation [2] to model the
heating and cooling energy usage of each home.
Weather Data. We use historical as well as next day weather forecast data from hourly data available via the Dark Sky API.
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Figure 4: Selective Peak Shaving: (4a) Number of transformers whose load is shaved for different utilization thresholds,
and (4b) Percentage of load reduction for different utilization
thresholds.
three day lookahead. Figure 6 shows that VPeak’s machine learning
approach outperforms the state of the art probabilistic approach for
both precision and recall, even though VPeak is using a one day
lookahead compared to the 3-day lookahead for the probabilistic
method. As top-= 0 is varied from 5 to 7 (i.e., = = 5, = 0 to 2),
VPeak’s recall approaches 0.87 with a precision of 0.8, which is an
improvement of 20 and 33% respectively over the state of the art.

6.3

Peak Load Shaving

Next, we evaluate the efficacy of VPeak for selective and grid-wide
peak shaving. Like before, we predict the top-= 0 days in each month
for 2019 and use our optimization approach to perform peak shaving.
6.3.1 Selective Peak Shaving. For selective peak shaving, once
the next day is classified as a top-= 0 peak day, we use a high load
threshold * to select a subset of the transformers that will see peak
utilization greater than * ; only the peak load at these selective transformers is shaved. Figure 4a depicts the number of transformers
chosen for selective shaving as * is varied from 0 to 65% utilization.
As can be seen, at a high cutoff of 65% load, an average of 400 transformers are chosen on each peak day. The number of transformers
increases as this cutoff is lowered, with * = 0 selecting all 1,297
transformers in the distribution grid. Figure 4b shows the amount of
total load reduction for varying degrees of selective peak shaving.
As shown, for * = 65%, VPeak selectively reduces stress on the
most overloaded transformers and yet reduces 23% of the overall
grid load. Overall, as the threshold is reduced, more transformers
participate in selective shaving, which causes the overall reduction
in grid-wide peak load to rise to 46.8% as the threshold goes to zero.
Overall, the results show the flexible nature of our approach and its
ability to perform targeted shavings at localized hotspots.
6.3.2 Grid-wide Peak Shaving. Next, we evaluate VPeak’s gridwide peak shaving benefits, where all transformers are chosen for
peak shaving on each peak day. Figure 7a provides a visual depiction
of the original grid load for the entire year and the load after peak
shaving is performed. We notice that the tallest peaks in each month
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Figure 7: Grid-wide peak shaving: (7a) Original and shaved demand for the whole grid during the year, and (7b) Percentage
of grid-wide load reduction by month of the year.
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Impact of Resource Selection Policies

Next, we analyze the efficacy of different resource selection policies
by analyzing the relative proportion of various resources (battery,
HVAC, EV) that contribute to the peak reduction. Assuming 50%
penetration of EV and batteries, we evaluate peak shaving using
battery-first, HVAC-first, EV-first and random priority-based policies (our priority policy is used to construct HVAC-first and EV-first
approaches by giving highest priority to those resources). Figure 8
depicts the results of this analysis over summer and winter months.
As shown, all policies are able to achieve a similar degree (around
40%) of grid-wide peak shaving, but the relative contribution of resources that yield this reduction varies by policy. In the battery-first
approach, most of the demand reduction is achieved by discharging
batteries, with HVAC and EVs providing a small 2.9% reduction
each—which minimizes user inconvenience by not deferring loads
whenever possible. In contrast, HVAC-first and EV-first policies provide a higher contribution of demand reduction by deferring HVAC
and EV loads first (yielding 19.2% and 19.8% peak reduction, respectively). The other two loads provide smaller, but meaningful
contributions. In the random priority policies, we assume priorities
are assigned randomly users, and all three loads yield similar reductions. Overall, our results show that VPeak’s ability to order loads
for peak shaving provides good flexibility in addressing higher-level
goals such as addressing user convenience or user preferences.
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Figure 8: Impact of different resource selection policies on the
contribution of each resource to the total peak shaved.
are reduced by VPeak. Figure 7b depicts the grid-wide peak reduction for each month of the year achieved by VPeak and compares it
to selective shaving for * = 65%. The figure shows that grid-wide
shaving is able to reduce peak demand by around 46% for all months
of the year. Interestingly, reductions from selective shaving vary
by the season, with higher reductions in summer and winter when
the peaks are higher. These months see a 26.2% peak reduction, on
average, which is greater than the 19.8% peak reduction in Fall and
Spring months. Also, the summer month of July sees the greatest
peak reduction of 31.2%.

Impact of Resource Penetration

Since VPeak relies on volunteered resources, the availability of
these resources affects how much demand reduction can be achieved
in practice. We evaluate the impact of varying levels of resource
penetration, where penetration represents the percentage of homes
that have volunteered a particular resource.
Figures 9a and 9b depict the impact of varying levels of battery
and EV penetration on peak demand reduction. The figures shows
that reduction in demand increases from 426,013 to 3,393,252 kWh
(a 696% increase) as the battery penetration increases from 5% to
75%, and it increases from 171,018 to 1,665,222 kWh (a 873%
increase) as EV penetration from 5% to 50%.
To evaluate the impact of HVACs on demand reduction, we vary
the setpoint change that can be used by the utility—the higher the
setpoint change, the higher the HVAC load reduction. As shown
in Figure 9c, as the HVAC setpoint is changed by 3°F to 15°F, the
demand reduction increases from 200,587 to 777,368 kWh (a 287%
increase). Overall our results show that even modest amount of
volunteer resources can yield non-trivial amounts of peak reductions
and higher participation in such schemes have the potential to yield
significant benefits.

7

RELATED WORK

Prior work in this area falls into two categories: peak shaving and
peak demand prediction. Peak load shaving has been studied extensively using centralized resources owned and controlled by the utility
[19] as well as distributed storage resources installed at customers’
homes [5, 6, 8]. However, past work has not focused much on targeted selective peak shaving or specifically on the use of volunteer
resources to perform peak reductions.
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Figure 9: (9a) Impact of increased battery penetration on demand reduction, and (9b) Impact of increased EV penetration on demand
reduction, and (9c) Impact of increased HVAC setpoint level on demand reduction.
Demand prediction in electric grids has also been extensively
studied. Past approaches include the use of wavelet-based forecasting [16], the use of time series forecasting methods such as ARIMA
[15, 21] as well as the use of deep learning models [10, 18, 26]. Hybrid methods the combine machine learning and ARIMA forecasting
have also been studied [11]. Peak forecasting, which is complementary to demand prediction, has received much attention. The most
relevant effort is a probabilistic method to forecast the top-k peak
days of the year for Ontario, Canada [14]. VPeak differs from these
efforts in its use of LSTM-based machine learning and its use of
dynamic thresholds to mitigate the impact of forecasting errors.

8

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented VPeak, an approach that uses residential
loads volunteered by homeowners for coordinated control by a utility
for grid optimizations. Using machine learning, VPeak’s peak day
prediction algorithm was able to identify 86% of the monthly peak
days over a year while outperforming other approaches. Using an
iterative linear program optimization, VPeak implemented flexible
peak shaving that can selectively target hotspots within the distribution grid while also supporting grid-wide peak shaving. VPeak
also can intelligently select energy resources for shaving based on a
given policy or preferences. Our results using a city scale electric
showed that VPeak is able to reduce the overall grid demand by 23%
for selective peak shaving and by 46.7% for grid-wide shaving.
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